Dentals, Rhotacism and Verbal Endings
in the Luwian Languages

1. Some areas of Anatolian philology are notoriously controversial and confused. Accentuation and vocalic quantity are standard examples; they are not obviously marked in writing and the standard text books ignore them. Yet some scholars operate with sound laws defined in terms of accent and quantity\(^1\). The rules are stated, though not in full, but little evidence is given in their support. Until recently most linguists have avoided committing themselves to a specific view. With G. R. Hart's article about plane-writing in Hittite\(^2\) we have at last some firm evidence for Hittite accent and the proof that Old Hittite preserves traces of the original accent distribution, but the bulk of the work still remains to be done.

Outside Hittite our ignorance of the basic phonological facts is immense. For Hittite, for instance, there is some agreement about the so-called Sturtevant's Law: between vowels an original voiceless stop is written double, while an original voiced stop is written single. Thus inherited *\(h\) is written -\(tt\) (\(-dd\)-), but inherited *\(d\) is written -\(t\) (\(-d\)-). Does this apply to Luwian? The script is the same and some scholars answer positively; others point out that there is no evidence. Sometimes we have the impression that the tedious work of fact-collecting has not been done.

In this paper I shall deal with some phonological facts, starting from the data and ignoring any earlier proposal. I am not concerned with Hittite, which I shall hardly mention, but with the other branch of Anatolian, i.e. with the three Luwian languages: \(^3\) Cuneiform Luwian, written in the cuneiform syllabary and attested in

\(^1\) The names which come to mind are those of H. Eichner, N. Oettinger and P. Stolze, though of course there are earlier attempts (Pedersen, Rosenkrantz, and especially Cop). For the references and earlier literature see Eichner, MSS 31 (1973), 53–107; id., in M. Mayrhofer, M. Peters, O. Pfeiffer eds., *Lautgeschichte und Etymologie*, Wiesbaden 1980, 120–65; N. Oettinger, *Die Stammbildung des hethitischen Verbums*, Nürnberg 1978, passim; id., KZ 92 (1978), 74–92.


\(^3\) I have deliberately ignored Palae and Lydian though their evidence may well be relevant to my problem.
the second part of second millennium B.C.; Hieroglyphic Luwian, written in a special script based on syllabic signs and logograms and best attested in texts of the tenth-eighth centuries B.C., and Lydian, written in an alphabet borrowed from Greek; the bulk of the texts belongs to the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. The questions I shall ask will be initially phonological, but will lead me to consider some morphological problems. Throughout my concern will be with dental stops and with what happened to them.

2. Writing a consonant single or double may be due to passing fancy of the scribe, but writing r instead of t is a somewhat more definite step to take even for a carefree stonecutter. I start with an odd phenomenon, the so-called rhetosism of Hier. Luwian. In some texts of the first millennium we find words written with the r vs. and ru signs instead of the expected ta, ti, tu signs. The texts in question are inconsistent in their spelling; KARATEPE has both d-[mi]-ti-ti and d-mi-ta-raji for the ablative of amnis ‘my’ 4). We could attribute to the r-signs a double value (v.g. ra and ta 5), but there are difficulties. The alternation does not occur in word initial position and does not occur in forms where we have reasons to think that the consonant immediately precedes or follows another consonant. If so, the different spellings seem to point to phonetic change rather than to mere graphic alternation; hence Meriggi’s name ‘rhetosism’ for the phenomenon and his suggestion that in Hier. Luwian dentals can change into r 6).

A closer look at the data establishes that not all texts have instances of rhetosism and that no text with rhetosism is consistent in its spelling; the same form can be spelled with t or with r. This

4) The values adopted for the Hier. Luwian signs are those proposed in J. D. Hawkins, A. Morpurgo Davies, G. Neumann, NACHST. Wiss. Östr. Ak. Wiss. Osterreich, Phil.-hist. Kl., 1973, no. 6, 143–98; the transliteration follows the table first published by Hawkins in An. St. 25 (1978), 119–56. Once again I must express my gratitude to J. D. Hawkins, who made available to me his collations of Hier. Luwian texts, read a draft of this paper and suggested a number of improvements.

5) E. Laroche, Les hieroglyphes hittites, Paris 1960, 205 attributes to his sign no. 385 (the ‘thorn’) both the values ra and raj, but also states that ‘le rhetosisme n’est pas une hypothèse, mais une certitude confirmée par l’échange des signes pour t and r dans quelques mots.’

6) See Meriggi, Ateneo 29 (1951), 34 ff.; Manuale di ono geografico, I, 201ff.; Schizzo grammaticale dell’aramitico, Memorie Acc. Lincesi, Serie VIII, Vol. XXIV, fasc. 3 (1980), 201. For the earlier bibliography see Laroche, op. cit. (note 5).

speaks either for a change in progress or for an alternation between a conservative and an innovating spelling. In either case the change needs a better definition in geographical, chronological, phonological and morphological terms.

It is not possible to make a clear geographic distinction between the texts with rhetosism and those without; rhetosism is found e.g. in Karahurna and Boza, in the NW part of the Hier. Luwian area, and in Carchemish in the Eastern part. We have few texts and even fewer can be dated with certainty: the geographic distinction we are looking for may have never existed or may have existed, though we may not be able to recognize it. Chronologically the problems are similar. There is no clear evidence for rhetosism in the second Millennium; 7) in the first Millennium there are few documents which both come from the same area and may be dated. At Carchemish it looks as if the early texts had no instance of rhetosism 8), while

7) Some examples of rhetosism have been quoted for the early (Empire) texts too. In the later texts we find a conjunction REL-ti and a conjunction REL-raji, which could be the rhetosised form of REL-ti. REL-raji occurs also in EMIRGAZI (Hawkins, An. St. 25 (1978), 123ff.) in KARAHOYUK (Hawkins, ibid., 131ff.) in early texts. In ZAYILIKAYA E. Masson (Le pandémon de Yasilkaya, Paris 1981, 21, no. 31) reads one of the divine names as iz-raja-ti-ti, which is her transliteration of our ra-raji. Of these examples the latter cannot be used to prove the existence of rhetosism in the Empire period since the reading is not generally agreed (see G. Güterbock, Les hieroglyphes de Yasilkaya, Paris 1982, 84). REL-raji also occurs in later inscriptions which show no trace of rhetosism; it is possible that they must be separated etymologically from REL-ti and treated as an inherited -r (cf. Lat. cur, Got. hér, etc.). The suggestion is supported to a certain extent by the existence of ku-asa(a)-ra in Qum, Luwian, though the value of the form is unclear, and to a greater extent by the presence of a form tere ta in Luwian (cf. Laroche, BS 62 (1897), 58), which is semantically (though not formally) parallel to Hittite ku-wanta kwatwa. There is no evidence for rhetosism in either Lycian or Qum, Luwian and those words argue for an -r- extension of the relative pronoun.

8) Apparent exceptions: REL-raji and CRUS-R/RA/I which appear in some of Katuwas’ texts. For REL-raji see note 7 above; CRUS-R/RA/I is best taken as a fully logographic sign; the second sign cannot be taken as a personal ending (= ti or ta) because a) CRUS-R/RA/I stands for a third person plural in CARCHEMISH A 11 a, 2, where we do not expect a rheto- sized -ra; b) the verb CRUS-R/RA/I is also attested (ALEPPO 2). Conclusively this could be a reduplicated causative of a -t/u- root, but is best taken as the causative of the root indicated by the logogram CRUS-R/RA/I. Finally in CARCHEMISH A 14 a, 4 a mulitplied sentence ends with za-za-raji.
the later texts (dating from the eighth century) do. Elsewhere too rhotaecism seems to occur in the later texts only, with the possible exception of the Maraş inscriptions, where rhotaecized forms may belong to ninth century documents. The evidence may not be conclusive. Linguistically we can be more explicit; rhotaecism seems to have occurred only in intervocalic position.

Does it follow that all intervocalic dentals could rhotacize? Given the inconsistency of our spelling an answer is not easy: the presence of 'r' instead of 't' proves something, but its absence proves nothing. Yet some forms, such as the ablative ending *-ati > *-ari, are rhotacized very frequently, while others, such as the enclitic particle *-ta (Hittite *kə), occur frequently but seem to be never rhotacized. Some further conditioning may exist, but is difficult to define.

A priori we could assume that any dental which becomes 'r' must have been voiced from the start or have gone through a voiced stage. Yet the shift from dental to 'r' is not very frequent. A remote parallel is the change from retroflex 'd' or 'dd' to 'r' in some Indian languages (Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Nepali, etc.)

In the Mediterranean area the Umbrian intervocalic 'd' is replaced by a sound written 'r' in the Latin alphabet. In Latin itself we have some late instances of 'd' > 'r' (perdus for pedes) and classical examples of dissimilation such as meridies < *medidies. There are no obvious parallels in the ancient Near East except for a striking one, that of Pamphylian. In this Greek dialect, attested some three or four centuries after the Hier. Luwian texts, intervocalic 'd' becomes 'r', a change not found in any other Greek dialect.

Hier. Luwian and Pamphylian are

i) 'ta-raj/j; if this is a verb, the odds are that it is plural; could it be a middle with stematical 'r'?

The context does not help. However, if these forms are explained away, rhotacism seems to start with the inscriptions attributed to Yariris, i.e. with the early eighth century.

2) I know of two problematic forms in this respect: one is *sa-sa-raj/i-ta-raj/j discussed above (note 8), but the context is too broken to give much guidance. The other is ARHA ha-ta-raj/j of KARABURUN I where the context requires a third person plural. If the reading is correct I have no explanation — but the evidence is too slight to lead us to give up the general rule. Even Hieroglyphic Luwian scribes make mistakes.


4) Leumann-Hoffmann, Lat. Gr., 13, 155. For other parallels in Germanic, Romance, and Iranian see J. Friedrich, Arch. Gr. 21 (1955), 135 ff. (I owe this reference to G. Neumann).

5) C. Brihme, Le dialecte grec de Pamphylie, Paris 1976, 83 ff., with the earlier bibliography. The evidence is very limited but there does not seem

not directly related, and we know almost nothing about the pre-Greek population of Pamphylia; however, an Anatolian substratum in Pamphylian is guaranteed by some features of the onomastics and it seems difficult not to connect the Pamphylian sound change with the earlier rhotacism of Hier. Luwian. If so, both on general grounds and on the strength of this parallel, we may assume that Hier. Luwian had a shift from a voiced dental to 'r'. Yet we cannot distinguish between two possibilities: either all intervocalic dentals were voiced and became 'r', or only those intervocalic dentals which were voiced (etymologically or because of a secondary shift) became 'r'.

We should not forget that for Hier. Luwian we have no direct evidence for a contrast between voiced and voiceless stops.

We may now look at the nature and etymology of the rhotacized forms. We know that Proto-Anatolian inherited a contrast between voiced and voiceless stops (I leave aside the question of the voiced aspirates). Do the rhotacized dentals fit into any etymological pattern?

The forms which undergo rhotacism are:

1. The ablative endings in -*ati or -Car-iti/-Ca-raj/j.In

2. The third person singular verbal endings: present -ari or -ri/-raj/j; imperative -a or -ru.13)

3. Some enclitics particles: reflexive and pronominal *-ti or *ri/-raj/j; pronominal -tu or -ru 'ei', -ta or *-raj/j 'it', them.15)

to be any example of preserved intervocalic 'd', except after morphic juncture and in forms influenced by the koine.

13) In the rhotacizing texts the rhotacized ablative are so frequent that it is not worthwhile to give a list. To give some idea of the proportion of the phenomenon — in KARATEPE the Hu version has 8 examples of rhotacized ablatives while 14 examples of non-rhotacized ablatives; in what is preserved of the Hu version the proportion is 8 (rhotacized) to 3 (non-rhotacized). In the whole corpus we have counted almost 80 examples of -ri-iti or -raj/j ablatives.

14) Examples of these forms are not as frequent as those of the ablatives since in our texts the majority of verbal forms is plural; I have counted less than 20 examples of third person singular with rhotacism. There is one example of third pers. sing. imperative in -ru, ('TES_PES') taraj/ji-pi-ru- in KAYSERI 5. In the present the -ri/iti forms prevail, though there seem to be a few examples of rhotacized present endings written -raj/j.

15) A full list would take too much space and in a number of texts it is not easy to distinguish the sequences in which -Ca-raj/j stands for -ata from those where it stands for -Car-iti. I give here a non-controversial example of rhotacized forms for each of the particles mentioned in the text: for -ara = -ata cf. KARATEPE Ho 114 a-mu-pa-raj/j-mu-ara(j).
4. Some lexical items. Of these, two words are etymologically clear: (EDERE) *d-ru-na 'to eat' (< *rd-18); (PES) pa-ra/ri-ti, (PES) pa-ra/ri-ti-a 'feet' (< *pa/ra/ti19). A third word is the word for 'sun' attested in compounds and derivatives both as -ti-wa-ti- and as -ti-wa-ta-ri-. The root is certainly *t-wa-ti- but there need not be agreement about the suffix. However, it is worth while to consider the name of the founder of Karsatope, Atanwata, which is sometimes written Atanuwa. The Phoenician spelling "ZTW D" has a -d- where the Hier. Luwian forms have either a -t- or an -r-.

The name confirms our view that the immediate antecedent of an -t- due to rhotacism was a voiced dental; the other two words point to an etymological -d-. However, the verbal endings -ri and -ru (3rd sing. ind. and imp. present) certainly derive from *-ti and *-tu respectively; presumably the past ending -taj-ru also had an original *ti (see below). Should we then assume that both *ti and *tu could be rhotacized intervocally?20 The only objection one could raise is that some words are always written with t even though they are relatively frequent and occur in texts which have numerous instances of rhotacism (e.g. REX-ti-su, -tu). Yet argumento ad silentium are notoriously unreliable. The problem remains unsolved and we shall not receive much help from forms whose origin is disputed such as the ablative ending -ati/-ari or the enclitic particles quoted above.

The solution, if there is one, may come from the other languages of the same linguistic group and I now turn to Cun. Luwian.

3. In Cuneiform Luwian the spelling of stops tends to be relatively consistent: a-pa- ‘that’ is always spelled with one p; a-ap-pa ‘back’ is always spelled with two p. Since Luwian uses the same script as Hittite, the presumption is that Steuart’s law ought to operate here too and we expect double stops for original voiceless stops, and single stops for original voiced stops. Some data: of ama 'I', pa, wa, ma or mi and ara (Hu ibid.: a-mu-pa-wa/-ma-ta); ri-ti = -ri occurs e.g. in ASSUR B 1 wu-ni-ri ha-ri(-sa) 'he health to these'; -ru = -tu is found e.g. in BULGARAZEDEN 5 wa-tu-ta before the particle -ta (Hittite -kan).

19) CuFTLIL 6; a new Külhun text to be published by Professor M. Kalaq has a form a-taj-ta ‘let them eat’ in a sentence closely parallel to SULTANHAN Base B du-ta-ha-si-ta-pa-wa-ta-nu DEUS-ni-in ARHA du-ta-ta-u ‘let the A. gods eat him’.

20) ASSUR F 4, SULTANHAN 3.

Another instance of an etymological -t- which is rhotacized is probably (PANIS) mma-li-ri-i-mi-es of KARAŠ 1, loco. 3, if this participle is connected with the root of the word for ‘honey’ and is related to Gr. μέλι, μελαγ, Goth. milkh, etc. (see below note 20).
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a-du-na ‘to eat’ < *du-; pa-a-la-an-za ‘to the feet’ < *pejad-; ni-i-ta-ni ‘to the breast’ < *dheid-1. Others do not: ma-al-li-i-ta-a-ti ‘with honey’ has one single t, though we may expect -ti from original *ti (Gr. μελίσ), Goth. milik) (the same problem arises in Hittite). More important is that the spelling of some morphs is inconsistent: the verbal endings for the third sing. present, past, and imperative appear as either -ti or -ti, -di- or -du, -ita (-dda) or -a (-da). On the other hand the ablative ending -ati always has a single t, i.e. is consistent in its spelling.

Thus Cun. Luwian creates two related but distinct problems: 1. Is the contrast between the spellings with a single stop and those with a double stop consistent and significant? 2. Can this spelling contrast be interpreted according to Steuart’s law? The answer to 1. would be positive if we had no alternation in the verbal endings. The answer to 2. would also be positive if we could explain away a few words like ma-al-li-i-ta-ti and if we had no endings with a single -d-.

Too much depends on the endings and we need to look at them more closely. It is striking that the spellings with -t- (/d-) or -t- (/d-) are consistent for each verb: (a-)a-an-ni-ti-ti is written with all possible vocalic combinations, but always has a single t; pi-ti ia-at-ta always has a double t. Moreover for each verb the presence of a -ti spelling in the present calls for a -ta (-dda) spelling in the past and a -du spelling in the imperative. Similarly a -ti spelling in the present calls for a -ti (-dda) and -du. There are no serious exceptions. Hence a-νι-ι-ι ‘comes’, past a-νι-ι-ι-ι, imperative a-νι-ι-ι-ι-ι, but a-νι-ι-ι, a-νι-ι-ι-ι-ι, a-νι-ι-ι-ι-ι-ι.

20) I base my statements on an analysis of all texts collected in Otten, Luwische Texte in Umschrift Berlin 1903 and in Laroche, Dictionnaire de la langue luwite, Paris 1949; I have also indexed the Luwian texts published in KBo IX and KBo XII (see Laroche, CST, 135ff.). It is normally assumed that intervocally at least the t-signs (ta, ti, tu) and the d-signs (da, di, du) are interchangeable. Notice, however, that in the Luwian texts the du sign is normally used for the imperative, while the third persons sing. present and past and the ablative are normally written with -ti and -ta signs. The use of da in the third sing. past is very rare. I do not think that we can draw any phonetic conclusion from this observation and in what follows I shall often refer to -t- and -d- spellings, subsuming under -t- the -d- spellings and under -d- the -d- spellings.

22) The corpus is large enough for this statement to be significant. Possible deviations are the following: KUB XXX 41 14 and 15 has the spellings sa-ha-ni-es-ta-ta and i-ep-pa-te-rel-od-ta, while the duplicate KUB XXXV 41 21 2 has sa-a-ha-ni-es-ta-ta and i-ep-pa-te-rel-od-ta-ta; the
This brings a different slant to the problem; instead of total inconsistency there is a form of consistency which is not immediately explainable. We still cannot answer the questions asked above, though there is now a strong case for keeping apart the -t (\(-d\)-) and -tt (\(-dd\)-) spellings and arguing that they correspond to different phonetic realities. It follows that whoever wants to accept Sturtevant’s law for Luwian must first explain the -t endings.

4. In Lydian the problems are different; we have an alphabet which distinguishes at least p, b; t, d and k, x, g. I am concerned now with the dentals only. The presumption is that i (from Greek ι) indicates a voiceless dental and d (from Greek δ) a voiced dental. Yet the two letters have a curious distribution. Initially i is very frequent while d is practically non-existent; it is rare, dd very rare. Internally after a nasal or a nasalized vowel only t occurs; after a consonant, when stops are always written double, it is very frequent, dd very rare. A real contrast between t and d occurs only internally before a consonant and between vowels. On the whole borrowings from Greek show t for Greek ι and d for Greek δ, but initial Greek d is rendered with ιδ and internal d after nasal is rendered with i. I do not want to discuss the exact pronunciation of the dentals but it is at least conceivable that intervocalic d indicates a fricative.

When a ι/δ contrast is possible, i.e. in the positions indicated, spelling consistency is absolute except for one category, that of the verbal endings. For the third person sing, pres. we find both -ti and -di; for the past both -te and -de; and each verb is consistent in its endings. So far the position is similar to that of Cun. Luwian but a further complication arises: some -di verbs also appear to have -ti endings. Thus we have adi ‘makes’ and aiti, past ade and aile; kunezidi ‘sacrifices’ and kuneziti; tilidi and tiliti; suditi ‘hits’ and odds are that in a -ae verb the -t spelling of the ending is the correct one (see below para. 10). A problem to be considered is also that of the verb pa-ti-ha-a-ti contrasted with pa-si-ha-a-ta though the first form is a gloss; a further complication is the 1st person sing, pa-a-si-ha-ah-ha. For Starke, KZ 94 (1980), 85 note 36 the spellings indicate contrast in vocalic length; I prefer to suspend judgement (see below note 37). Finally we need not worry about the contrast between e.g. la-la-ad-du and la-la-ti-du since the two im-peratives may belong to different verbs; the first is built on the root la- ‘to take’ (with reduplication); the second on the stem lus-lusar ‘to speak’ (Oettinger, Stimmbildungen, 381, 594).

31) For some of the basic data and references see Caruha, Annali Scuola Normale di Pisa, viii (1978), 849 ff.

tubebi; tadi ‘pits’, past tade and imperative tatu; yytadi (yytadi) and yytaditi. Yet, the awkwardness can be removed, if we look at the context in which the -t forms occur; in all instances we must be dealing with plurals, for which we expect -ης, -ης endings. The imp. tatu is a mistake for the expected tāta (plural)32); the other -ti, -te endings all occur after -i; we ought to have *-t- but such a sign does not exist in the alphabet. In other words our endings derive from *-aenti, *-ainte which yield -o/edis, -o/edile, the expected forms33).

Is there any evidence for the origin of Lydian t and d? The lexicon is limited, but what we have do not contradict the view that the inherited t is continued by t, and d by d whenever this is possible: et. khatro ‘daughter’, Gr. ἕδρα (presumably)34); tilidim (passim) ‘son’ < *dedi-; pedeli (TL 44a, 36) ‘feet’ < *pedoi-. Yet, while the -ti, -de endings

32) tots of TL 118, 2 is matched by tāta in identical or similar phrases (TL 75, 80, 88, 91, 93 etc.); in all instances we need an impersonal construction: ‘let them (not) put . . . ’. A similar problem occurs with tete of TL 38, 7, matched by tāte in an identical phrase (TL 39, 7); here e may be a mistake for α (we expect tāte < *tēta), but we should not forget Heubeck’s demonstration (KZ 95 (1981), 168 ff.), that pihiti and pihiti are third persons singular and plural respectively; pihiti presumes an earlier *pihiti and if so we have again -amdi > -ati. The general lesson to learn is that for graphic or phonetic reasons the stonelayers are not altogether consistent in indicating the nasalization of the plural endings.

33) That -et and -ete forms are plural is not part of the received doctrine. Yet a collection of the data makes it clear that they occur in connection with either a plural or a collective subject; the point need not be elaborated because it has been convincingly demonstrated by A. Heubeck, KZ 95 (1981), 168 ff. In an article which will have to be the starting point for any future discussion. In Heubeck’s list of verbs three forms may cause difficulties; khati of TL 41a vs. khati passim; pppomati (TL 23, TL 88) vs. pπad (TL 87), pπad (TL 114), and gaiti (TL 106, 2) vs. yβado (TL 44a, 63) (Lycian B 55, 4); gaiti (TL 14). None of these need to be too disturbing; khati occurs in a very obscure sentence and the context does not exclude a plural without nasalization mark (see above note 22); if it is related to kahi (which is far from certain) the initial ḫ (which is unique) could point to a reduplicated form with different accentual, quantitative and morphological characteristics from the simplex (for initial CC < CVCE see taraha < *tərauah in TL 14). Similar considerations apply to pppomati; Heubeck has stressed the difficulties we have in understanding the syntax of the sentence where it occurs; it could be a plural used impersonally, but failing that, a reduplicated present contrasted with pπad is again possible. As for gaidi vs. yβado the problem is that we do not understand the verb in any of the contexts where it occurs; do we deal with one or with two verbs? Altogether it seems that the clear evidence points to absolute consistence in the quality of the sing. endings and that the exceptions mentioned above may be only apparent.

confirm this rule, the -di, -de endings contradict it. The parallelism with Cun. Luwian becomes closer.

5. I can summarize this first part. In Cun. Luwian there is a contrast between -t- and -ti- in intervocalic position; there is also some evidence for a *-t- origin of -ti- and a *-d- origin of -te but there are exceptions. Most important, in the third person singular present, past and imperative, where we expect -ti-, we find both -t- and -te-. However, each verb is consistent in the form of its endings; there are -t- verbs and -ti- verbs. In Lycian the position is similar; spellings with -t- and -de- between vowels are consistent and there is a bare minimum of evidence which favours the derivation of -t- from *-ti- and that of -de- from *-d-. Yet the verbal endings oscillate between -ti- and -de-, -de- and -de-. As in Cun. Luwian each verb is consistent in the spelling of its endings; there are -t- verbs and -d- verbs.

Hier. Luwian makes no graphic distinction between dentals, but we observe that some intervocalic dentals rhhotacize, i.e. alternate with r. In two instances for which we have a clear etymology the tf/rd alternation points to an original *-d-, but the rule is contradicted by the verbal endings of the third person singular, present, past and imperative. Some of these rhhotacizes, though we want to derive them from forms with inherited *-t-.

6. This behaviour of the verbal endings in three closely related languages calls for further enquiry. Yet, before we embark on it we must try to establish a set of graphic phonetic equivalences among the three Luwian languages. I tabulate below the necessary correspondences; for Hier. Luwian I have quoted the rhhotacized forms first, followed by the non-rhhotacized equivalents in square brackets. 32)

8 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cun. Luwian</th>
<th>Hier. Luwian</th>
<th>Lycian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pa-a-ta-an-za 'feet'</td>
<td>('PES') pa-ra/ri-za dat. pl.</td>
<td>peddi abl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa-a-ta-an-za</td>
<td>('PES') pa-ra/ri-za dat. pl.</td>
<td>peddi abl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pa-ti- , pa-ta-za, pa-ta-ti]</td>
<td>[ pa-ti- , pa-ta-za, pa-ta-ti ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>te-at-ri-i-ti</td>
<td>ta-di-ra/ri-sa dat. pl.</td>
<td>tedi (iidej?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'father'</td>
<td>[ta-di-ra/ri-sa]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta-ati-na, da-ati-si, aeci, dat.</td>
<td>ta-ti-si, ta-ti-na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti-ta (i)-me-ti</td>
<td>tideimi 'son'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti-se-ta 'sun' in compounds</td>
<td>-ti-se/ti- in compounds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti-se-dai-i-ti</td>
<td>Phon. -TWD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd sing. etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl. ending -na/i-ti</td>
<td>-na/i-ti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclitic particles:</td>
<td>-atu 'it, them'</td>
<td>-atu 'it, them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-atu 'it, them'</td>
<td>-atu 'it, them'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-t reflexive particle</td>
<td>-t reflexive particle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-t reflexive particle</td>
<td>-t reflexive particle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZ 94 (1980), 118; ma-a-ra+i-mi-sa MARAS 1 (Lion), 3 (Larooche, Hh, p. 95; Hawkins, An. St. 30 (1930), 142); pa-ra/ra-sa SULTANHAN 3; pa-ra/ra+i+i ASSUR f 4 (Hawkins, KZ 94 (1980), 110); ta-di-ra/ri-sa CEKKE B 5 (linked with INBSNI-mi-se-ti 'to the fathers and to the children'). The form tisara occurs in the name Ansatitiva in KARATEPE Hu (115, 143) and once in KARATEPE Ho, 226; in the name Sarsatitiva, twice in SULTANHAN (11, 14), in the name Halpertitiva once in CEKKE B 9 (HALPA-pa-SOL-ri+i/ri+i-si, etc.), the same stem presumably occurs in the adjective/participle (DEUS) SOL-ri+i-mi-sa 'illuminated, esokellius', which appears in the rhhotacized form in CARCHEMISH A 18 b, 1, HISARCIK 5, 1, etc., and is used as a personal name in CEKKE B 7.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

27) For the Hier. Luwian ablative ending and enclitic particles see above notes 13 and 15.

28) There are two *t# particles; one is the relative *ti < *kat#, and the other the reflexive *ti which corresponds to Cun. Luw. *ti, Hit. *ti; we are concerned with the latter. In Lycian the reflexive *ti is always enclitic and in the vast majority occurs after the particle me; in its turn this is nasalized (me) in almost half of its occurrences. Twice or perhaps three times (Tu 4; 35; 44 b, 33) we find a *t# form after the particle eni but the identification of *t# and *ti is not absolutely certain; cf. Carruba, Numismatische Partikel, Rome 1969, 29 and for some hypotheses, Bryson, An. St. 26 (1970), 176 note 7. If *ti and *ti are the same particle the regularity of the *ti spelling could be due to the frequency with which *ti occurs after me or to some other conditioning. If we start from inherited *ti (> Hit. *s(a)), *ti will be due to t < d change in a particular sandhi position (see below) and the Cun. and
The list establishes a correspondence Cun. Luw. -t-, Hier. Luw. -r- [t-], Lycean -d-. The one exception, Lycean it, belongs to an enclitic particle and can probably be explained away. We also expect a correspondence Cun. Luwian -t-, Hier. Luw. -r-, Lycean -d- but the evidence is limited, mainly because we cannot make use of the Hier. Luwian forms with -r- since the spelling is so conservative and inconsistent. Whatever we have agrees with our expectations; the main point is that there is no example of Cun. Luwian -t- which corresponds to Hier. Luwian -r- or Lycean -d-.

Cun. Luwian  
Hier. Luwian  
Lycean

{|  
| hapattalii | REX-it-a | %hapattalii |
| -ta | -ta | -ta |
|  

It is now clear that for the interocci dental dentals we can establish two sets of correspondences:

1. Cun. Luw. -t-, Hier. Luw. -r-, Lyce. -t-
2. Cun. Luw. -r-, Hier. Luw. -t- or -r-, Lyce. -d-.

Thus in this position each language shows a contrast between two dental types (or their descendants). The exact nature of the contrast remains obscure: we can think of an opposition between voiceless and voiced, fortis and lenis, stop and fricative consonants. There is no reason to assume that the contrast was phonetically the same in the three languages and the odds are that it was not.

7. I can now return to the verbal endings. It emerges that, when the evidence is available, the Luwian verbs with -t- endings have cognates with -r- [t-] endings in Hier. Luwian and with -d- endings.

Hier. Luwian forms will reflect the same change; if we start from inherited *ds, then Lycean it may be explained as suggested above, but we also need to argue that Hititite *s(c) can derive from *ds (see note 36).

The reading is vouched for by Starko, KS 94 (1980), 77, note 15, who attributes it to a thirteenth century text. Laroch, D.L.R., etc. registers only forms with a single -r-. For the comparison with the Hieroglyphic and Lycean forms cf. Laroch, Postille de Xanthos VI, Paris 1979, 105; Starko, loc. cit., prefers a different interpretation for REX-it-a.

For the identification of the particle see Laroch, RHA 168 (1961), 30 ff.; cf. also Carruba, Sustaininge Particles, 28 ff., who discusses the possible evidence for a de allernant of it. If both it and it exist the position of the particle is entirely similar to that of reflexive it discussed in note 28.

in Lycean. Here too the evidence is limited but entirely consistent. In my table the relevant forms from the same or a closely related verbal stem are listed in round brackets; for Hier. Luwian I have listed in square brackets the parallel verbal forms with non-rhotacized dental endings.

Cun. Luwian  
Hier. Luwian  
Lycean

|  
|  
|  

31) Hier. Luwian reference: d-d-raj MARAŠ 2, 2 (Hawkins, in B. A. Carter ed., Death in Mesopotamia, XXVI R.A.I., 1980, 210 ff.; Meritt, Posto, Orientalis 30 (1985) 139): 'PES'-waj-i-raj SULTANHAN, 4, 8 (present); FORSUS, 4 ÇALAPVERITI 1, 3 (past) (cf. Hawkins, RHA 29 (1971) 113 ff.); i-raj CEKKE, 10 (present); TOPADA, 3 (twice, past cf. Hawkins, Ann. St. 26 (1976), 128); LITUWS-na-ri-i(-) ASSUR f, 3; g, 4 (Hawkins, Kadmos 19 (1980), 123 ff.); tara-i-pa-rau-TÜNF 1, 4; tara/i-pa-rasu, KAYSERI, 5; tara-i-pa-ri SULTANHAN, base K (the sentence is very fragmentary but can be restored on the model of KAYSERI, 9).

32) For the forms of this verb in Cun. Luwian see Starko, Kadmos 19 (1980), 142 ff.
We can now compare the -t[i], -t[a], -t[u] endings of Cun. Luwian with the equivalent endings of Lycian. We expect—and we find—Lycian -t[i], -d; we also expect the Hier. Luwian equivalents not to show rootacism, and this is indeed the case, but I should again emphasize that, given the nature of the spelling, the value of the nonrootacized forms is not very great.

The correspondences I have just listed cannot be due to chance. The Luwian languages obviously have two categories of verbs; in the endings of the third persons sing. present, past, imperative the first category has a consonant which intervoicalically is written "-t" (Cun. Luwian), -t/-r (Hier. Luwian), -d (Lycian); the second category has -t[.]

8a) Hier. Luwian references: pi-[a]ta e.g. in SULTANHAN 3, BULGAR-MADEN 2; pi-[a]-ta(-st) is likely to be a plural in most of its occurrences (e.g. KARATEPE 283, 297; ÇİFTLIK 7), but pi-[a]-ta in CARCHEMISH A 13d, 7 is probably singular; the inscription (from the reign of Katiwats) has no clear examples of rootacism. tu-pei-ta occurs e.g. in SULTANHAN 3; tu-ta e.g. in ERKILEST 2, 1; u-pa-ta occurs in CARCHEMISH a 2, 5, but this too is a Katiwats inscription with no clear example of rootacism.

8b) This is probably a reduplicated form (attested in CARCHEMISH A 6, 4), while the Cun. Luwian form is not reduplicated. That the Lycian verb belongs here is not certain because of a number of phonological problems.

8. In our analysis of the individual languages and scripts we found a minimum of evidence for the suggestion that intervocalically Cun. Luwian -t-, Hier. Luw. -t/-r-, Lycian -d- all derive from an original *d-. Yet for the third person singular of the present and imperative we reconstruct *t- and *u-. The origin of -ta/-ta etc. is disputed, but from the data listed earlier it emerges that whatever origin we attribute to the dentals of the third pers. sing. present and imperative we ought also to attribute to the dental of -ta/-ta, i.e. either this is analogous on the other forms or has the same phonetic origins.

If the original endings were *t- and *u- it seems reasonable to assume that at some stage the inherited intervocalic *t acquired two allophones, one of which eventually merged with *d. The alternative hypothesis, according to which *t- and *u- merged and the merger was followed by a split in the new phoneme, creates more problems than it solves. We could only argue for it if we found an inherited *d- continued by Cun. Luw. -t-, Hier. Luw. -t- and Lycian -t-, but we do not. On the other hand our hypothesis calls for a definition of the environment in which the split occurred; in its turn this draws our attention to the limits of our evidence and leads us into some difficult speculation. Before starting on it, let us consider some corollaries to our conclusions. First, if the split happened in Common Luwian, this language must have inherited from the parent language a contrast between voiceless and voiced dentals. It is possible of course that the split occurred in Common Anatolian, and if so my account will have to be modified, but the evidence I have collected bears only on Common Luwian. Secondly, if in Common Luwian (or in Common Anatolian) t > d in certain environments, it follows that Common Luwian d does not necessarily point to d in the parent language. The point, often made, according
to which the ablative ending Cun. Luwian -a-ti, Hier. Luwian -a-ti or -ar-ti, Lyc. -a-ti or -a-ti, derived from Common Luwian *-a-ti and consequently cannot go back to PIE (or PH)*-a(j)ati, is acceptable only if we first state the conditions under which *t > *d in Common Luwian (or Common Anatolian) and show that these do not apply to the ablative ending. Thirdly, any explanation of the split will have to be based on Common Luwian forms. In other words, we must dismiss as too weak any hypothesis which e.g. accounts for the distribution of the -ti and -dhi endings in Lycian, but cannot explain the distribution of the equivalent endings in the other Luwian languages.

9. From now on we move on uncharted territory. Any attempt to establish the environment in which *t > *d in Common Luwian must look first for such features as the number of syllables in the word, the quality of the preceding and following vowels, the quantity of the vowels, the position of the accent, etc. The first two features are not helpful: in Cun. Luwian contrast priyattu and aïta, annittu and ariittu where different endings appear in verbal forms which have the same number of syllables. Also in Cun. Luwian (and in the other languages) both -tti and -ti occur after -i- and after -a-. Accent and vocalic quantity are obvious candidates for inquiry, but we move in darkness: how do we distinguish a long vowel from a short vowel, an accented syllable from an unaccented one?

For Lycian Carruba (see note 21) has argued that t > d immediately after an accented syllable. He points to the relatively large number of short verbal forms with -dhi endings, which he contrasts with the frequent long forms with -ttu endings: addi, laddi, addi, addi, addi, addi etc. vs. sinaddi, twetiu, prinnawatutu etc. The assumption is that the accent is on the stem and not on the ending. Yet, we also have

24) For an original voiced dental in the ablative of e.g. Laroche, BSL 55 (1969), 170, and more recently Starke, ZA 70 (1980), 157; Postschrift Neumann, Innabrock 1982, 415 ff.; for Cun. Luw. -attu, Hit. -at from *-a-ti cf. Neu, in Neu and Meid ed., Hethitisch und Indogermanisch, Innsbruck 1979, 186, with the earlier literature. If, as is likely, Hit. -at and -ati have the same origin, one of the questions is whether in internal or final position -ati may yield -ati in Hittite (see Starke, loc. cit.).

27) One should look at scriptio plena in Cun. Luwian to see if it marks accentuation or length or both, but its use is sporadic and sometimes contradictory. I have not been able to identify any significant pattern in its distribution and in what follows I shall not take it into account. It is possible that eventually a clear pattern may emerge, but at the very least this will have to wait for a better chronological definition of the text.

in Lycian * beti, beti, lati, gati, stati, liti etc. If we look at the Cun. Luwian evidence—as we must—we find a-ta, -iti etc., which could fit Carruba’s rule, but also ša-a-a-ta, ša-a-ta, ša-a-a-ta, ša-a-ta, which do not. If so, and if the accent is not on the ending, which etymologically at least is unlikely, it emerges that both Cun. -ati (Lyc. -iti) and Cun. -a (Lycian -a) can occur immediately after the accent.

At this stage all that is left is etymology and we shall use it—in due caution. In our list of correspondences in the three languages there is one verbal form which is etymologically clear: C. Luv. -iti ‘goes’, Hier. Luv. erti. For the third person sing. present we expect *etii, which in Common Luwian would presumably become *etii or *ittii. In this form *t > *d and we notice that the change happens after accented diphthong or long vowel. If Cun. Luwian a-ti-ti ‘comes’ is a compound of -iti (cf. also Hier. Luw. awirii), we could say that here too *t > *d in the same conditions, though in this form the accent may be on the first element of the compound. A more doubtful, but still persuasive etymology is that of ma-na-a-ti ‘sees’, Hier. Luv. LITUUS-na-ri-i. It can be read mndti and derived from *mnellti > mndti (Gr. μπούκα, υπούκα), according to Starke’s etymology (op. cit. in note 32). The imperative ma-am-ma-an-na-ad-di, which is built on the reduplicated stem and presumably had a different type of quantity and accentuation, has a -di ending; this supports, rather than otherwise, the original suggestion. Yet the other forms with -iti instead of the expected -iti cannot be explained in this way; there is no reason, for instance why ma-lutiti (see above para. 6) should have a long accented vowel before the dental.

I turn now to another verb, which is attested in Hier. Luwian only, but has a clear etymology. For AEDIFICARE-ri-i ‘builds’ we know the full phonetic reading tamari in view of the other attested forms ta-ma-ha ‘I built’, (AEDIFICARE) ta-ma-ta ‘he built’.

28) Qualifications are necessary: a protoform *(H)i-liti is not in doubt, but (a) we cannot know whether t > d before or after the monophthongization of ei, (b) we cannot exclude a generalization of the zero grade from the plural to the singular.

29) Starke does not discuss the possibility of a protoform *mnellti (see below note 40) presumably because he gives weight to the scriptio plena in ma-na-a-ti and to the contrast between the simple -a- of this form and the -a- of the reduplicated form. C., Linguistic 4 (1961), 60 ff. tentatively postulates a shift from a Proto-Luwian manata to a later monata, but offers no independent evidence in support of this view.
etc. For the verb tama- ‘built’ see Hawkins, RHA 29 (1971), 116ff.; for tamari A. Morpurgo Davies, Festschrift O. Stemmeringii, Amsterdam 1972, 590. Oettinger, Stammbildungen 579, note 20, argues for a form tamari in KARA-TEPEE but this is not supported by the evidence; see Morpurgo Davies, loc. cit. and Hawkins-Morpurgo Davies, JRAS 1975, 128.

10. So far we have formulated two very tentative rules:

a) \( \hat{V}tV > \hat{V}dV \)

b) \( VCVtV > VCVdV \)

The rules, if valid, apply to Common Luwian or to an even earlier state of the language; we are not in a position to say whether they still operated synchronically in the individual languages. Notice at any rate that for each specific form the possibilities of misinterpretation are great. Cum. \( a-ta \) may well have had an initial long stressed vowel, but does this mean that the -\( ta \) (rather than -\( ata \)) ending is due to rule a)? We know that \( a-ta \) derived from \( a-ta-ta \) where in all likelihood the accent was on the first syllable (cf. Oettinger, Stammbildungen 349); if so, it is rule b), not rule a), which initially accounted for the form of the preterite ending. The same considerations apply to Lycian adi (\( < \) *nyadi*). In others words the forms of the verb ‘to make’ are explained diachronically by rule b), but may be explained synchronically by rule a). Is this so for other verbs too? We know far too little about accent and accentuation in Cum. and Hier. Luwian and in Lycian to provide a sensible reply.

This problem may be ignored for the present purposes but our conclusions about accent and quantity are based on so little evidence that all possible counterchecks are called for. If the rules mentioned above explain the shift of inherited -\( t- \) to -\( d- \), in what circumstances is -\( t- \) preserved? In the verb a monosyllabic root with a long vowel or diphthong calls for a -\( d- \) ending: it should follow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3rd sing. present</th>
<th>past</th>
<th>imperativo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hier. la-( i ) ‘takes’</td>
<td>Cum. la-( (a-)at-ta )</td>
<td>Cum. la-( a-ti-adu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum. la-( u-ta ) ‘takes’</td>
<td>Cum. la-( (a-)at-ta )</td>
<td>Cum. la-( a-ta-ad-du )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hier. LITUUS, LITUUS-</td>
<td>Cum. ma-am ma-am-na-ad-du</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na-( i ) ‘sees, looks’</td>
<td>Cum. na-ah-( ku-wa-i )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum. na-ah-( hu-wa-i )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hier. pi-\( ia-i \) ‘gives’
Hier. tu-\( wa-i \) ‘puts’
Hier. u-\( pa-i \) ‘brings, offers’

Lyc. ubete

So-called -\( sa- \) iteratives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cum. ar-pa-( a-a-i )</th>
<th>Cum. ar-pa-( ka-ta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hier. pi-pa-( sa-i ) etc.</td>
<td>Cum. ip-pa-tar-ri-( ka-ta ) (cf. note 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cum. ka-( ah-ka-( me )i-( ka-ta ) (cf. note 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cum. tar-pa-( ka-ta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cum. wa-ar-pa-( ka-ta )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss certain examples:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cum. mu-( u-wa-i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hier. mu-( wa-( i )i-i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum. ka-( a-a-i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hier. ( i-ta-i ) or ( t-a-i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hier. ( *u-( ta-pu-i ) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

41) For the basic data see Festschrift O. Stemmeringii, 577ff.
The pattern emerges clearly: 3rd pers. sing. -ai in the present, 3rd pers. -ta in the preterite; if there are Lycean cognates these have -te in the preterite (priet: 'give', twre: 'put'). Lycean has also replaced the -ai presents with -ti (not -di) forms: Lyce. B muoaih, piet; Lyce. A twredi. The only possible exception (Lyce. tadi 'puts') is etymologically too uncertain to be taken too seriously.

All verbs with -ai in the present have an -a- vowel before -ta of the stem and -tu of the imperative; our problem is whether that -a- was originally short or long and whether it was accented or not.

48) Notice that Hier. Luwian presents an apparent exception to this rule. The verb i:zi-i-sa-ta-i 'honours' (CARCHEMISH A I, 8; A I, 5) also seems to have a form i:zi-i-sa-ta-ra/i (CARCHEMISH A 6, 5) which is normally interpreted as 'pleased, honoured', i.e., as a third person singular preterite. Yet there are reasons for reinterpreting the whole construction. The text reads:

(And with him I made his brothers)

(i) [i:wa/]; REL-i:zi ["314"] ka-ti-na-se [i:zi-i-sa-ta-ra/i]

(ii) vezi-ma:za [i:la] ["314"] ka-ti-ni-se [i:zi-i-se-ta-i]

(POUNEK) 

Two parallel phrases (iii and iv) follow where instead of katonanas and katoninis we have ["382"] tara/i-pu-na-se (iii) and ["382"] tara/i-pu-na-zi (iv) respectively. To translate (i) and (ii):

't(f)or them whom the katonanas pleased,
to them I put katonana's (plur.) in the hand.'

means to ignore the fact that the expected nominative singular corresponding to the plural katoninis ought to be katonan; and not katonanas; katonanas can only be a genitive singular. Since there is no word divider between i:zi-i-sa-ta-ra/i and the following particle chain (this is true both of (i)–(ii) and (iii)–(iv)) we can read (i) as:

a:wa/ REL-i:zi ["314"] ka-ti-na-se

and start (ii) with i:zi-i-sa-ta-ra/i-vezi-ma:za; similarly for (iii) and (iv). The meaning then becomes:

'those who (are) of katonas,'
to them for honour I put katoninis in the hand.'

(i) is a nominal clause and the construction qui (est) alicuibus is paralleled e.g. by CARCHEMISH A I, 8; a:wa/ REL-i:sa OVIS(ANIMAL)-i 'who (is) of sheep[; let him offer a sheep to this statue]'; REL-i:sa-pa:wa/ (PA-NIS)ka-ta-ra/pa-zi-i 'but who (is) of bread [, let him bring it to bread and libation]'. In other words, I assume that we have evidence both for a verb izek 'honours' and a noun izek-na 'honour' (in the abl.); we may compare the noun warige 'help' of SULTANIAN, 4 and the verb warige-ga 'helps' of BOOCA, 3, 4, and perhaps even the noun pi:na:za of KULULU head fragment 1 and the verb pigas 'gives'.

Certainty is not possible, but a case can be made for assuming that the final -a- of the stem of du-ua-wa-al-ta 'put' (Hier. tu-wa/i-ta, Lyce. twre; twre) was in origin short and accented. If twoa- is related to *dhelH, as seems likely, a plausible explanation of the presence of the -e- is that accepted by Oettinger (Stammbildung 452) who starts from a 1st person plural pres. *duwenshi (from *dhelH, *yensi); presumably the next step was the replacement of the expected 3rd pl. *dentshi with *duwenshi and the new stem was created from there. If so, however, the most likely reading of du-ua-wa-al-ta is [duwetsa]; there is no reason why the accent should be retracted and the -a- vowel long.

11. I conclude with an examination of the -ye/o- verbs of the -mi/-ni conjugation in Luwian. Cun. Luwian has a large number of these formations; presumably there has been a great deal of levelling between -ye- and -yo- forms and Oettinger (Stammbildung, 562) is probably right in assuming that we expect -yi- from *ye- and -yo- from *yo-. From our point of view the oddity is that these verbs have both -ti- and -t- endings, with of course absolute consistency within the paradigm of each verb. I list here the verbs divided into two groups merely according to the endings. The forms in brackets provide information about the rest of the paradigm and the cognate languages; unless it is stated otherwise, the verbs quoted are Cun. Luwian.

A. Verbs with -ti, -ta, -du endings

(a) a-an-ni(i), -ti
(a) a-an-ni(i), -ta
(a) a-an-ni(i), -du

(b) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(c) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(d) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(e) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(f) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(g) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(h) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(i) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(j) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(k) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(l) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(m) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(n) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(o) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(p) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(q) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(r) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(s) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(t) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(u) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(v) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(w) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(x) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(y) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(z) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

B. Verbs with -ti, -ta, -du endings

(a) a-an-ni(i), -ti
(a) a-an-ni(i), -ta
(a) a-an-ni(i), -du

(b) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(c) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(d) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(e) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(f) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(g) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(h) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(i) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(j) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(k) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(l) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(m) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(n) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(o) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(p) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(q) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(r) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(s) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(t) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(u) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(v) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(w) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(x) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(y) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)

(z) a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
a-an-ni(i)
Both groups include a mixture of categories; *anniti* and *ariti* may be deverbatives, but most of the other forms are likely to be denominatives. For *ariti* we could think of *ar-yē-ti* with a shift from *yē- to *yi-*. For *anniti* we postulate for *ar-yē-ti* a form with the same suffix, but the accent on the root; the type is presumably found in Hittite to judge from the deverbatives with a *ye/ya*-suffix and the *e*-grade of the root (e.g. *veria*- 'rufen'), and we may have a clear example of the type in the Luwian list if *vāri-tu* is an exact match for Hitt. *veria* (Oetteringer, *Stammbildung* 344 and 539). The alternation of *-t* and *-d* endings in the denominatives is baffling since in most cases we expect *yē*-verbs. However, some of the verbs which have a *-t* type ending (A) share a further characteristic. The imperative, when attested, has a third pers. plural in *Caindu* and not in *Cindu*; the participle, when known, ends in *-aimis*. The cognate verbs in other languages also show an alternation between *-t* and *-yē-, -aī-, -a*-forms. In contrast with Oetteringer's assumption that most of these verbs have *Cyi*-forms with the generalization of the *ye*-form of the suffix (>- *yi-*) to the expense of *-ye-* (>- *yi-*) it seems easier to refer to the known distinction between *Cayele*-*Cayia*-verbs and *Cayele*-verbs, and to assume that in origin at least the *-aimis* participle and the *-indu* imperatives belong to the first type. If so, the *-t* endings could be a mark of the original *Cayele*-verbs, i.e., we could argue that in the *Cayele*-verbs the original *-t* endings shifted to *-d* (spelled *-t* rather than *-d*). Why should it be so? The reconstruction which follows is extremely tentative and depends on two assumptions which it shares with Oetteringer's *Stammbildung*: first in Luwian the *ye*-verbs tend to generalize the *ye*-forms of the suffix; secondly, in Luwian *ye-* > *yi-. In the denominatives with *-t*-endings we expect a third pers. sing., present ending *Cyēti*, which developes into *Citi* (spelled *Ci-it*-); the third pers. plural *Cyēnti* will similarly change into *Cindti* (spelled *Ci-in*-). For the *Cayele*-denominatives there are two possibilities. We may assume that the accent was on the *a*-so that in the third pers. sing. present we would have *Cayti* > *Cayti* > *Citi* (spelled *Ci-ti*). Before a nasal, especially if tautosyllabic, the *-t* (< *ye*-) may have been preserved. The plural we expect is *Cayenti* which, whatever the position of the accent, would become *Cainenti*; in its turn *Cainenti* may have been analogically (if not phonologically) replaced by *Cainiti*, while the parallel form of third pers. plural imperative preserved the earlier pattern *Caintu* (presumably from *Cayantu*).

An alternative possibility is that the *ayele*-verbs too had the accent on the thematic vowel. This would make no difference to our reconstruction of the development of the plural forms. In the singular we would expect *Cyēti* > *Cyeti* > *Citi* > *Citi*; after a stressed diphthong (either descending or ascending) *d* > *t*, in the course of course that this change happened after the shift *ay* > *ayi* > *a*.

---

44) Oetteringer, *Stammbildung* 554 attributes to his *-a(tu)* class only a few verbs which show an alternation between *-a* and *-aimis*: *-a*-*a-ti* class: *a*-t*ahu*-a*-tis; *a*-tau-ti; *a*-tah*-a*-tu; *a*-oh*-a*-tis. The other verbs which have *-a* in the singular ind. and *-aimis* in the imperative plural he attributes to the *-a*-class. I suspect that the few instances of *-a* singulars are either archaisms (< *-ayeti* > *- aidi* > *-aid*) or analogical reformulations from the plural where *-a*-was preserved; e.g., *a*-le*-a*-an*-tis* may derive from *-a*yandu* < *-a*yandu*, where the generalization of *ye*-had not taken place; *pa*-ta*-a*-ti* may be due to a generalization of *yo-* (< *ayo*- > *a*- > *-a*- > *-a* > *-a*) or to remodeling on a supposed plural in *-a*-d. None of these explanations is certain or probable, but it seems that these few forms are not consistent enough or numerous enough to define a separate verbal class.

45) I do not understand the *-ntu* of the participles. Cop. *IF* 75 (1970), 85ff. has argued that, after short accented *a*, *m* > *mm* in Cun. Luwian, but I doubt that this rule, if valid, applies here; in general I do not understand what determines the presence of *m* or *mm* in the spelling.
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I ignore the instances in which \(-ya\) (< \(*-ya*\)) was generalized instead of \(-ye\) because the data are too limited, but I may point out at this stage that our reconstruction accounts for some at least of the Lycian \(-ti\), \(-te\) plurals. Huhbeck (op. cit.) lists sing. \(tubid\), pl. \(tubiti\); sing. \(tilidi\), plur. \(tilitei\); sing. \(kumezidi\), plur. \(kumezeti\). Among these forms \(tubidi\) is an exact match for Cum. Luvian \(-du-pi-ti\), Hier. Luw. \(-swi\); \(kumezidi\) is clearly a denominative built on \(kumaz\) (priest): the \(-idi\) forms presumably derive from \(*-ayiti\), the \(-iti\) forms from \(*-ayuini\). The position of forms such as \(adi\), \(ade\) (sing.), \(aiti\), \(aite\) (plur.); \(gabade\) (sing.), \(gabate\) (plur.); \(gitidi\) (sing.), \(gititei\) (plur.) is similar but not identical. For the verb ‘to make’ we assume (because of Cum. Luvian) that the proto-forms were all built on an \(aya\)-stem, where there is no reason to believe that the \(-y\)-is suffixal. Presumably the development was \(*-ayaiti\) > \(adi\). If in Lycian we find \(aite\) in correspondence with Cum. Luw. \(-a-aia-an\) this may be due to a morphological shift \(*-enti\) replaces \(*-onti\), unless vice versa is true, i.e. Cum. Luvian innovated and Lycian did not; or—more probably—to a syncope of unaccented \(-a\): \(*-ayanta\) > \(*-anta\) > \(aite\). The other verbs which have \(-adi\) or \(-ade\) in the singular and \(-aiti\) or \(-aite\) in the plural may be \(anya\) verbs with generalization of \(-o\) to \(-a\). Here too it is possible to think of a syncope which explains the change from \(*-ayanta\) to \(-aite\), provided we are ready to assume that the accent was on the first syllable of the suffix \(-ti\).

12. There is no natural end to speculation, but I ought to sum up. I have made a case for a distinction between two dentals in the three Luvian languages and argued that this reflects, a) the inherited distinction between voiceless \(t\) and voiced \(d\), and, b) the result of a split of \(*t\) which partially merged with \(*d\). In intervocave position inherited \(*d\) and those allophones of \(*t\) which merged with it are continued by Cum. Luvian \(-t\), Hier. Luvian \(-t\) or \(-r\), Lycian \(-d\); inherited \(*t\), when it did not merge with \(*d\), is continued by Cum. Luvian \(-t\), Hier. Luvian \(-t\), Lycian \(-t\). The split of inherited

---

\(43\) The important point is that in Lycian there are a number of verbs which never show \(-ti\) or \(-te\) in the plural; this speaks against the hypothesis that \(-i\) is due to a phonetic development of the nasal \(*-onti\) > \(aite\) similar to that attested in Lesbian Greek \(*-onti\) > \(-ias\). It is also important to notice that, as J. D. Hawkins points out to me, CARCHEMISH A 1a, I has a third person plural present \(S\).\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(-na-ta\) from the same verb which has a third singular present \(S\).\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(-ni-ti\); the pattern is absolutely parallel to that of the Lycian verbs with sing. \(-idi\), plur. \(-iti\).

\(44\) had the effect that in all the three languages the verbs have a double series of endings for the singular: on the one hand Cum. Luw. \(-ti\), Hier. Luw. \(-ti\), Lycian \(-ti\); on the other hand Cum. Luw. \(-t\), Hier. Luw. \(-t\) or \(-r\), Lycian \(-d\). Analogue levelling may have occurred but the three languages were conservative enough to preserve a number of endings in the original distribution. These are sufficient to show that the split of \(*t\) and its partial merger with \(*d\) must be Common Luvian (if not earlier).

In trying to account for the split of \(*t\) I tentatively suggested that the conditioning must have had something to do with accent and vocalic quantity, i.e. with two features which may well have been prominent in Common Luvian, but have left little or no mark in the spelling system of the attested languages. The few etymological data we have lead us to some highly speculative conclusions: voiceless \(*t\) was preserved after a short stressed vowel but merged with \(*d\) after a long accented vowel or diphthong and between unaccented vowels. These rules obviously do not exhaust all possibilities but they are all that our limited evidence allows us to set up. A further weakness in our conclusion is that we are not able to state whether the rules applied to Common Luvian only or must also be treated as synchronically valid in Cum. Luvian, Hier. Luvian and Lycian.

What proceeds is strictly based on the evidence adduced: no attempt has been made to exploit other data or take into account the conclusions reached by other scholars. Yet at this stage I must stress that, if not all, of my results are not new. In particular, Ehrman, Oettinger, and, to a certain extent, Starko operate on similar or identical rules for the lenition of \(*t\) in Common Anatolian,

---

\(18\)
though they also make a number of other assumptions about the lengthening and shortening of vowels in accented and unaccented position respectively. They do not present in full the evidence on which they base their conclusion; if this, as I hope, is different from mine, it may well be that our results are mutually supportive.

13. Finally, I cannot abandon the subject without a further, factual, observation. I have pointed out that in Cun. Luwian the verbs consistently use either -ā- or -a- in the endings of the third person sing., present, past and imperative. The same verbs also show another form of consistency. The verbs which have -ā- endings have a -āha ending for the 1st person sing., past and a -āši ending for the second person sing., present; on the other hand the verbs which have -a- endings also have -ha and -āši endings. Though consistent the evidence is limited and may be tabulated here:

1. -ā- verbs: a-ha 'I made', a-a-ia-ša vs. a-ti, a-ta, a-a-ta etc.
   a-a-ta-ha 'I came', a-a-ta-ši vs. a-a-ta-ti, a-a-ta-ta etc.
   e-e-ha-a-ha 'I washed' vs. e-e-ha-ti, e-e-ha-a-du
   ma-na-a-ha 'I saw' vs. ma-na-a-ti, ma-na-a-ta, ma-na-a-du
   tar-pi-ha 'I trampled' vs. tar-pi-ta
   a-a-ti-ha vs. a-a-ti-ta

2. -a- verbs: sa-ap-pa-aši vs. sa-ap-pa-at-ta
   a-ra-an-mu-ah-ha vs. a-ra-mu-wa-at-ta; all -nu verbs have -da endings
   and the other 1st sing., past attested is hu-i-nu-ah-ha.

The phenomenon is not limited to Cun. Luwian; the Lycian data are miserable but confirm it:

1. aš-a 'I made' vs. ad-li, ad-e (Cun. Luw. a-ha, a-ti etc.)
2. piš-qwa 'I gave' vs. pıš-te (Cun. Luw. pi-(i)-a-ta)
   pıš-qwa-a 'I built' vs. pıš-qwa-ta

We must conclude that in Cun. Luwian the double writing of -h- and -š- is as significant as that of the stops45).

Somerville College
Oxford, England

Anna Morpurgo Davies

---

45) A version of this paper was first read at the First East Coast Conference on Indo-European Studies held at Yale University in June 1982. I am grateful to the participants to that conference for a number of useful points made in the discussion.
though they also make a number of other assumptions about the lengthening and shortening of vowels in accented and unaccented position respectively. They do not present in full the evidence on which they base their conclusion; if this, as I hope, is different from mine, it may well be that our results are mutually supportive.

13. Finally, I cannot abandon the subject without a further, factual, observation. I have pointed out that in Cun. Luwian the verbs consistently use either -t- or -t- in the endings of the third person sing., present, past and imperative. The same verbs also show another form of consistency. The verbs which have -t- endings have a -h- ending for the 1st person sing., past and a -ëh- ending for the second person sing., present; on the other hand, the verbs which have -t- endings also have -h- and -ëh- endings. Though consistent, the evidence is limited and may be tabulated here:

1. -t- verbs: a-t-a 'I made', a-a-ã-tëi vs. a-ti, a-ta, a-ta-ta etc.
   a-a-ã-ta 'I came', a-a-ã-tëi vs. a-a-tëi, a-a-ta-ta etc.
   e-t-a-a-ta 'I washed' vs. t-t-a-ta, e-t-t-tëu
   m-a-a-ta 'I saw' vs. m-a-m-a-tëi, m-a-ta-ta, m-a-a-ta

2. -t- verbs: sa-t-t-a-tëi vs. t-t-t-t-ta
   a-r-an-nu-ta-ta vs. a-ran-ta-ta; all -n- verbs have -ta endings.

The phenomenon is not limited to Cun. Luwian; the Lycian data are miserable but confirm it:

1. ap-t-a 'I made' vs. a-ti, ade (Cun. Luw. a-ta, a-tëi etc.)
2. prı̈a-t-t-a vs. prı̈a-t-t-ta (Cun. Luw. prı̈-a-t-ta)
   prı̈a-t-t-ta 'I built' vs. prı̈a-t-t-ta

We must conclude that in Cun. Luwian the double writing of -h- and -ëh- is as significant as that of the stops.

40) A version of this paper was first read at the First East Coast Conference on Indo-European Studies held at Yale University in June 1982. I am grateful to the participants to that conference for a number of useful points made in the discussion.
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40) A version of this paper was first read at the First East Coast Conference on Indo-European Studies held at Yale University in June 1982. I am grateful to the participants to that conference for a number of useful points made in the discussion.